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Timed Psychotherapy Under the Revised CPT
Construct: Looking Back on the First Years of the
New Billing Standards vs. the Standard of Care

• The new requirement for timed billing has posed a compliance and ethical challenge
for billers and clinicians alike; learn how to honor the therapist’s obligation to the
patient, and the coder’s duty to verify medical necessity
• Learn how to conduct chart reviews that verify adequate documentation for inperson and telemedicine encounters with patients young and old, and the caregiver’s
perspectives that influence treatment plans and prognosis
• A discussion of the use of experts to evaluate the indication for psychotherapy in
special needs populations, and the role of “informants” in guiding the clinical
judgments necessary to promote high quality care.
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Add‐on Codes
There will be new “add‐on” codes for specific services that can be provided only in combination with other diagnostic
evaluation, psychotherapy and group psychotherapy services. Add‐on codes identify an additional part of the treatment
above and beyond the principal service. Both the principal service code and add‐on code should be listed on the billing
form. The codes for interactive psychotherapy are being eliminated and replaced with an add‐on code to capture
“interactive complexity.”
Interactive complexity, new add‐on code 90785, refers to factors that complicate the delivery of a mental health
procedure. Complicating factors include, for example, difficult communication with acrimonious family members and
engagement of verbally undeveloped children. These factors are typically found with patients who:
•Have others legally responsible for their care, such as minors or adults with guardians
•Request others such as family members or interpreters to be involved during the visit, or
•Require the involvement of third parties such as schools or probation officers
Code 90785 may be reported with codes for diagnostic evaluation, psychotherapy and group psychotherapy. At least one
of several circumstances identified in the CPT manual that complicate the delivery of care must pertain in order for
providers to bill the interactive complexity code as an add‐on to the principal psychiatric procedure.
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New Crisis Codes
There is a new principal code for a crisis psychotherapy
session requiring urgent assessment and history of the crisis
state, mental status exam and disposition. A new add‐on code
applies to crisis psychotherapy sessions lasting longer than 60
minutes.
In order for the new crisis codes to apply, the presenting
problem must typically be life threatening or complex and
require immediate attention to a patient in high distress.
Code 90839 will be billed for the first 60 minutes of
psychotherapy for a patient in crisis, and add‐on code 90840
will be billed for each additional 30 minutes of psychotherapy
for crisis. For more information related to billing the crisis
codes, consult the 2013 CPT® manual.
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Since the current psychotherapy codes are not for a
range of time, like the old ones, but for a specific
time, the CPT “time rule” applies. If the time is more
than half the time of the code (i.e., for 90832 this
would be 16 minutes) then that code can be used. For
up to 37 minutes you would use the 30-minute code;
for 38 to 52 minutes, you would use the 45-minute
code, 90834; and for 53 minutes and beyond, you
would use 90837, the 60-minute code.

https://www.psychiatry.org/psychiatrists/practice/practice-management/codingreimbursement-medicare-and-medicaid/coding-and-reimbursement/frequently-asked-questions
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We must also warn you that consistently billing
using high level E/M codes on the basis of
counseling and coordination of care may well elicit
an audit from Medicare or commercial insurers. In
fact, in 2013 Medicare announced that it would be
auditing claims for 99215 on the basis of frequency,
and there’s no reason to believe this is not
continuing.
https://www.psychiatry.org/psychiatrists/practice/practice-management/coding-reimbursementmedicare-and-medicaid/coding-and-reimbursement/frequently-asked-questions
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Which brings us to the important topic of
time formatted fields in your EMR.
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Why do we care about time formatted
fields?
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Because of exception reports!
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Quality of Care and,
Standard of Care issues
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Reimbursement does not establish
the standard of care.
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Is it a violation of the federal mental health parity law for private insurers to require
pre‐authorization for the new 60‐minute psychotherapy code?
This parity argument appears to have a limited chance of success.
Some private insurers have announced that they will require pre‐ or post‐authorization
for use of the new 60‐minute code 90837, which applies to psychotherapy sessions of 53
minutes or longer. Some members see the authorization requirement as a violation of the
federal mental health parity law, the Paul Wellstone and Pete Domenici Mental Health
Parity and Addiction Equity Act of 2008. Others believe that an authorization requirement
violates federal parity requirements unless the company similarly requires authorization
for extended primary care visits.
APA Practice does not consider it promising to challenge pre‐authorization for the new
90837 (60‐minute) psychotherapy code as a violation of the federal mental health parity
law, and at this time we are doubtful that making the parity argument with insurers
would produce the desired result. Even so, we do think it is important for any companies
that mandate pre‐authorization on 90837 to provide clear, reasonable and transparent
guidelines for when they reimburse for these longer therapy sessions.
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When billing a private insurer that does not require
authorization for 90837 and has not indicated that this
code should be used infrequently, you should bill this
code if your session time falls into the 53‐minute or more
time frame that pertains to 90837. We recommend,
however, that you record your exact session start and
stop times in your clinical note (for example, 1:02 to
1:57) when billing the new codes, as Medicare providers
must do. At any point, a company can ask you for
appropriate documentation or explanations. Also be
mindful that if you have historically billed a company
primarily the 45‐50 minute code and switch to primarily
using the new 60‐minute code, that company may ask
you to explain this change.
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Should Compliance be policing
the standard of care?
Is that a quality issue?
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How can we, as Compliance Officers police
the unit of time billing requirements?
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How can we, as Compliance Officers police
the unit of time billing requirements?
Look to your other electronic systems!
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And don’t forget to cross reference
your patients age with the scope of
service.
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BIOETHICS
Master of Science &
Certificate Programs

Questions, Concerns?

David N. Hoffman
dnh2101@Columbia.edu

http://sps.columbia.edu/bioethics
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